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FROM THE EDITOR

DESIGNING A CULTURE
OF INNOVATION 

I
s it primarily the designer’s job to transform a corporation through innovation, or do others share that

role, the accolades when it works and the blame when it fails? I’ve often been intrigued by the con-

trasts between the companies that prosper through great innovation and those that fail to thrive in spite

of claiming to be strong supporters of innovation and having great designers on their team! It seems that

there is more to the story than merely designers, such as whether a company has the wherewithal to

embrace innovation and embody its values effectively.

For this issue of Innovation, we wanted to delve into more detail
and answer these questions. Can we learn from individuals who
have made great design happen and, especially, what can we
learn about those who are not designers but through their sup-
port of design and innovation have been instrumental in the
success of their company? What cultural characteristics does
an organization need in order for innovation
to prosper, where innovative thinking
by designers, as well as everyone
else, is encouraged and support-
ed?  nn If it’s solely, or mainly, the
role of designers to make a
company successful through
innovation, what qualities do
designers have that enable
them to reach across a com-
pany to fuel innovation? Do
they possess leadership skills
so powerful that they are able to
bring innovation to the market in
spite of an unsupportive structure
or culture?  nn If it’s the role of the
entire fabric of a company to build an
innovative culture, what qualities are
needed? No doubt environments of this
kind require the support and careful atten-

tion from a CEO or other corporate leaders who
set a tone that embraces and guides people’s
decisions and open-mindedness.  nn Why do

some organizations seem to understand what
innovation and design can do for them while others

don’t? It’s puzzling that companies like Apple—with
such an amazing reverence for innova-

tion at its core—aren’t the norm.
When people observe and ana-
lyze Apple—Jonathan Ive, its

lead designer, and Steve Jobs, its
design leader—they talk a lot about the

fact that Apple has great design
resources. In many ways, it is Apple’s
CEO who is really the designer. Jobs isn’t
a designer by training, but he is a design-

er by role.  nn Jobs is a design enabler
who empowers the culture, a culture

where everyone at Apple can
think innovatively about the

entire experience in electronics,
emotional reactions to hardware,

software, brand, retailing, online
character and the interconnections

exactly the way designers think and
behave. Ive is no less distinguished in hisP
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made in financial, manufacturing, technology, sales and
engineering matters.

n What is the corporate culture and how is it supported?
Corporate culture cannot be underestimated. It is the
critical infrastructure necessary for design and innova-
tion to thrive, and it must have support from the top
throughout the entire corporation.

n Last on the list—but not the least important—is the
amount that is spent on design and innovation. 
But maybe the benchmark of how much is spent on

design and innovation should not be easy to determine! If
design and innovation are an intrinsic part of an organiza-
tion’s total culture—and occur throughout all activities, meet-
ings, deliverables and contact points with the marketplace—
then it may not be easy to single them out as line items.
When innovation is fully integrated, it isn’t an offering any-
more. Rather, it’s a corporate dynamic, so enmeshed that it
can’t be isolated without understanding the entire cultural
context. And then the responsibility for making innovation
happen is borne by the entire company, not just designers.

The articles in this issue begin to explore the different
models that companies, non-designers, corporate man-
agers and influential designers have found instrumental in
their successful achievements, including situations where
their missions have encountered rough waters. As you read
them, you may ask which of the successes resulted from
designers alone, corporate leaders who embraced design
and innovation, corporate cultures that fostered the right
environment—or some combination. There is no one
answer, but the insights may be enlightening.

—Gregg Davis, IDSA
g.davis@design-central.com

work—don’t get me wrong—but he is empowered by Jobs’
red carpet. Unlike many designers, Jobs is in the right posi-
tion to make design and innovation unfold successfully. 

I once had a heated dialogue with a highly respected
designer who said, “Designers are only as effective as they
are able to engage others and influence the process with
their ideas and contributions.” He felt that designers are fully
responsible for their traction in the corporate context. To an
extent, I agreed with him. But in the end I compared his
point to the many designers who would have made a
greater impact if they had been employed by a company
that embraced the perspectives they brought. 

In some ways, companies are like Petri dishes—not
what we used in biology class to grow cells—but cultural
Petri dishes for growing innovation. Companies can form
the cultural environment in which innovative thinking is
embraced and empowered, or they can smother the oxy-
gen required to make innovation run and deliver.

Often organizations are rated by the percentage of their
budget spent on R&D. While that might be a valid metric,
there are other measures for assessing a company’s health
in empowering innovation.
n What is a company’s understanding of design and

innovation? If the corporate leaders don’t have a fun-
damental understanding, attending training seminars
on design and innovation or partnering with a respect-
ed designer can begin to forge a path for knowledge.

n How does design factor into corporate decision mak-
ing? Corporate leadership may benefit by employing
designers in key management roles. Also, new compa-
ny structures are creating positions, such as VP of
Innovation, that are shifting the balance of decisions
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